Introduction
============

The Rb--E2F pathway regulates the initiation of DNA replication and plays a critical role in cell proliferation ([@b33]; [@b26]; [@b52]; [@b5]; [@b12]; [@b48]; [@b3]). Its importance is further corroborated by findings that the RB--E2F pathway is deregulated in almost all cancer cells ([@b34]; [@b53]). Recently, we have demonstrated experimentally that the Rb--E2F pathway controls the R-point by functioning as a bistable switch ([@b55]). This switch converts graded growth signals into an all-or-none activation of E2F. Once switched ON by strong growth stimulation, the hysteretic E2F activity remains ON even when the growth stimulation is diminished. This long-lasting E2F activity drives the completion of the cell cycle after the R-point ([@b55]).

Interestingly, the Rb--E2F bistable switch is resettable. That is, as far as the steady state is concerned, the final E2F level eventually returns to a monostable OFF state under a low-serum condition ([@b55]). This resettability is intrinsic to the Rb--E2F network and does not require downstream regulatory activities ([Supplementary Figure S1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, also see [Supplementary information](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This resettability of the Rb--E2F bistable switch is a steady-state property, which should not be confused with the temporal irreversibility of cell cycle progression after the R-point. Resettable bistable switches, by creating a wide hysteresis loop, can drive irreversible cellular processes in the temporal domain, as demonstrated previously on mitotic entry in frog eggs ([@b39]; [@b44]). The resettable bistability of the Rb--E2F switch provides a control mechanism for the cell growth response, which is disrupted by oncogenic lesions such as ablation of Rb family proteins ([@b10]).

The resettable bistability of the Rb--E2F switch provides a mechanistic explanation of the R-point control of normal cell proliferation and quiescence ([@b55]). However, how does the Rb--E2F pathway generate such a switching property? Finding the answer could help us to better understand the control mechanism underlying cell cycle entry, which is likely conserved across various cell types while disrupted in most, if not all, cancer cells. To this end, mathematical models have been created to examine potential bistable mechanisms underlying the R-point control ([@b47]; [@b1]; [@b20]; [@b41]; [@b35]; [@b55]). However, these studies have not attempted to examine the essential regulatory features that create resettable bistability in mammalian cell cycle entry.

In this study, we modeled and identified the basic gene circuit underlying resettable Rb--E2F bistable switch by the criterion of robustness. Robustness is a property of a system to maintain its functionality against perturbations, such as cellular noise, genetic variation, and environmental changes ([@b23]; [@b45]). Biological systems often exhibit robustness as a fundamental characteristic ([@b4]; [@b2]; [@b29]; [@b50]; [@b14]; [@b42]; [@b15]; [@b51]; [@b24]). The Rb--E2F bistable switch is also robustly observed under different cell culture conditions ([@b55]), consistent with its critical roles for the R-point control. Therefore, our starting hypothesis is that among all possible circuit combinations in the Rb--E2F network, the actual control circuit underlying the resettable bistability should be able to generate such switching property robustly.

By modeling all 768 possible gene circuits derived from a simplified Rb--E2F network, we identified a minimal circuit that is able to generate robust, resettable bistability. Consisting of a coupled positive-feedback loop and a feed-forward motif, this circuit exhibits resettable bistability against a wide range of parametric and structural perturbations. Its unique characteristics reveal basic design features of the Rb--E2F bistable switch, which is commonly disrupted in cancer development.

Results and discussion
======================

Model simplification and construction
-------------------------------------

The Rb--E2F pathway is a complex signaling network ([Figure 1A](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). It consists of intertwined transcriptional controls, kinase cascades, and microRNA regulations ([@b6]; [@b43]). To formulate a mathematically tractable system, we coarse-grained the system to reduce network complexity, while keeping its essential regulatory features. To this end, we combined redundant and overlapping cellular activities and collapsed linear signaling cascades ([Figure 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). For example, all E2F activators (E2F1, 2, and 3) were combined into one node EE, and all Rb family proteins (Rb, p107, and p130) were combined into another node RP. The linear signaling cascade consisting of Ras, Myc and CycD/cdk4,6 was collapsed into the node MD; the cascade consisting of E2F and CycE/cdk2 was collapsed into the node EE. Overlapping links between collapsed network modules were also combined. For example, the two original activation links (from Myc to E2F1, 2, 3, and from Myc to cdc25A and CycE/cdk2) were combined into one link \#*7* (from MD to EE); the two mutual-inhibition loops (between Rb family proteins and E2F activators, and between p27 and CycE/cdk2) were combined into one mutual-inhibition loop between RP and EE (*5--6*) ([Figure 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). This coarse-graining removed intermediate signaling steps, which could reduce accuracy of simulated temporal dynamics. It would not, however, significantly affect steady-state properties of the system (as seen in ([@b30]), also see 'Time scale\' in Materials and methods). This result makes the coarse-graining suitable for our investigation of the bistability of the Rb--E2F switch ([Figure 1C](#f1){ref-type="fig"}).

The coarse-graining resulted in a simplified network containing three nodes and ten links ([Figure 1B](#f1){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Table S1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Each node represents the combined (post)transcriptional and (post)translational activities of the corresponding subnetwork (gray shaded in [Figure 1A](#f1){ref-type="fig"}); each link represents the lumped, overlapping regulatory interactions between two neighboring nodes. The choice of the three-node simplification was mainly dictated by the structure of the Rb--E2F pathway, especially the locations at which network modules can be collapsed (containing linear links). In addition, the three-node simplification (one input node, one output node, and one regulatory node) achieved a balance between the needs to reduce network complexity and to maintain its essential regulatory properties. This balance is similarly noted in a recent study on adaptation networks ([@b31]).

Next, we constructed a library of 768 mathematical models that encompassed all possible link combinations in the simplified three-node Rb--E2F network (see Materials and methods). We also generated 20 000 parameter sets by randomly sampling parameter values within biologically feasible ranges (see Materials and methods). These random parameter sets served as surrogates of varying cellular activities across different cell types and cellular environments. We note that 20 000 parameter sets were sufficient to obtain convergent rankings of model robustness in our studies ([Supplementary Table S2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Here, we define the robustness of a model by the number of parameter sets (of the 20 000 tested sets of parameters) that allow the model to generate desired switching characteristics.

The most robust bistable model consists of all four positive-feedback loops
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

As discussed earlier, the Rb--E2F switch exhibits two salient characteristics: bistability (conditions \#1 & 2, [Figure 2A](#f2){ref-type="fig"} inset) and resettability (condition \#3, [Figure 2A](#f2){ref-type="fig"} inset). First, we wished to identify regulatory functions that underlie robust bistability. Because the dynamics of E2F activation could vary among different cell types and growth conditions, we focused on qualitative aspects of bistability, and did not impose specific constraints on the location, width, and amplitude of bistable regions. That said, we tested and confirmed that applying these constraints (e.g., width of the bistable region) did not affect the model predictions ([Supplementary Table S3](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Each of the 768 gene circuits was analyzed against the same collection of 20 000 parameter sets. Many circuits were found able to generate bistability ([Figure 2B](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Table S4A](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

We found that the most robust circuit to generate bistability was *2--3--5--6--7--9b* ([Figure 2C](#f2){ref-type="fig"}; note that the input link \#*1* was omitted when referring to all gene circuits). This circuit contains all the four positive-feedback loops in the simplified Rb--E2F network ([Figure 1B](#f1){ref-type="fig"}, dashed box). This result is consistent with the notion that involving multiple positive-feedback loops could boost robustness of bistable systems ([@b17]).

The gene circuit *2--3--5--6--7--9b* generated bistability in 12 907 of the 20 000 random parameter sets ([Supplementary Table S4A](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, only 10 of these 12 907 parameter sets required all the six links of *2--3--5--6--7--9b* to create bistability; for the remaining 12 897 parameter sets, certain subcircuits (e.g., *3--5--6*, *2--3--6*, *2--7*, *7--9b*) were already sufficient for bistability (data not shown). Therefore, not all links in the circuit *2--3--5--6--7--9b* were equally important for creating bistability.

Top minimal models for bistability consists of OR/NOR-gate-type positive feedbacks
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To better understand the basic control mechanism underlying the Rb--E2F bistable switch, we searched for 'minimal models\' that are able to generate bistability. At each of the 20 000 parameter sets, we identified corresponding minimal models that fulfill two criteria: (a) they are able to generate bistability; and (b) they do not contain non-essential links for such property. That is, if a circuit is a minimal model with one set of parameters, all of its included links would be essential, and none of its subcircuits would be able to generate bistability for the same parameter set. Note that the identification of minimal models is parameter dependent. For a given parameter set, there could be more than one minimal model. For example, as shown in [Supplementary Table S5](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, three models (7--9a, 5--6--7--9b, and 3--5--6) can all serve as minimal models at the given parameter set to generate bistability. Also, a minimal model defined by one parameter set may not be 'minimal\' under another parameter set. For example, one of the above-mentioned minimal models, 5--6--7--9b, can be further reduced to 7--9b at 5324 other parameter sets, while still being able to generate bistability ([Supplementary Table S4B](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

For the purpose of this study, we focus on the robust minimal models (i.e., those circuits that serve as minimal models with the largest numbers of tested parameter sets, [Supplementary Table S4B](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). From this perspective, the most robust minimal model in generating bistability was *3--5--6*. This circuit contains a positive-feedback loop between EE and RP ([Figure 2D](#f2){ref-type="fig"}) and functions as a minimal model in generating bistability with 8351 of the 20 000 random parameter sets ([Supplementary Table S4B](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In addition to *3--5--6*, three other minimal models (*2--3--6*, *2--7*, *7--9b*) were similarly robust in generating bistability. In contrast, all other minimal models had at least three-fold weaker robustness in generating bistability ([Figure 2D](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Table S4B](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

All the top four minimal models for bistability share one common feature: each model contains an OR/NOR-gate-type positive feedback loop ([Figure 2D](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). For example, in the circuit 3--5--6, which contains a mutual-inhibition-type positive feedback loop between RP and EE, the synthesis rate of RP is , or in the Boolean form: RP=MD *NOR* EE. In the circuit 2--3--6, which contains a positive-feedback loop between MD and EE, the synthesis rate of MD is , or MD=S *OR* EE.

Top minimal models for resettable bistability consists of AND-gate-type positive feedbacks
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We next investigated whether the switching dynamics of the four minimal models identified above were resettable. That is, when the growth input is removed completely, the steady state of the system output EE should return to the OFF state (see constraint \#*3* in [Figure 2A](#f2){ref-type="fig"} inset). The most robust minimal model for bistability, *3--5--6*, performed poorly with this criterion. Among the 8351 bistable switches generated with this circuit ([Supplementary Table S4B](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), only 12.4% were resettable. The other three robust minimal models for bistability (identified above) generated even smaller percentages of resettable bistable switches: 11.8% for *2--3--6*; 6.3% for *2--7*, and 3.4% for *7--9b*.

We found that much fewer model choices in the Rb--E2F network were able to generate resettable bistability robustly (comparing [Supplementary Table S6A with S4A](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To better understand the basic control mechanism underlying the resettable bistability in the Rb--E2F network, we again searched for corresponding 'minimal models\'. At each of the tested 20 000 parameter sets, minimal models were identified that fulfill two criteria: (a) they are able to generate resettable bistability; and (b) they do not contain non-essential links for such property (i.e., none of their subcircuits would be able to generate resettable bistability given the same parameter set).

A circuit, 3--5--6--7, was found to be the most robust minimal model in generating resettable bistability. Among all model choices, this circuit served as a minimal model for resettable bistability with the largest number of tested parameter sets ([Figure 2E](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Table S6B](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The gene circuit 3--5--6--7 contains a positive-feedback loop coupled with a feed-forward loop, which forms an AND-gate control (between the link \#*7* and the positive-feedback loop *5--6*) of the system output EE. Specifically, in this circuit, synthesis rate of EE is , or in Boolean form: EE=MD *AND* (*NOT* RP). The second most robust minimal model to generate resettable bistability was *7--9a*, which also contains an AND-gate control of EE (between the link \#*7* and the positive-feedback loop \#*9a*, [Figure 2E](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). This gene circuit *7--9a*, however, was about two-fold less robust than *3--5--6--7* in creating resettable bistability ([Figure 2E](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Table S6B](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Basic design principles underlie a robust Rb--E2F switch
--------------------------------------------------------

Previous studies have demonstrated that positive feedback is a necessary condition for bistability ([@b19]; [@b16]; [@b49]; [@b37]; [@b46]). The simplified Rb--E2F network contains four positive-feedback loops, *2--7*, *2--3--6*, *5--6*, and *9* (*9a/dominant link* or *9b/additive link*, [Supplementary Table S1;](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} [Figure 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). Of all minimal models derived from these four positive feedback loops, only one minimal model (*3--5--6--7*), however, was robust in generating resettable bistability. What are the unique characteristics of this circuit?

First, we note that an AND-gate-type positive feedback loop is critical for the resettability of generated bistable switches. Although all OR/NOR-gate-based positive-feedback circuits in the Rb--E2F network could robustly create bistability ([Figure 2D](#f2){ref-type="fig"}), most of the resulting switches were non-resettable. This poor resettability was due to the lack of a dominant control of system output EE by the input S. For example, in circuits *2--3--6* and *2--7* ([Figure 2D](#f2){ref-type="fig"}), the OR-gate regulation of MD can be described by:

When β~MD~ is sufficiently large, once the positive feedback was established and EE reached a high level, removal of S would not shut OFF MD for the majority of parameter space. This would result in non-resettable bistability in EE. For this reason, we found that the most robust circuits for resettable bistable switches were all derived from the two AND-gate-type minimal models in the Rb--E2F network, *3--5--6--7* and *7--9a* ([Supplementary Figure S2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In both models, the system output EE is under an AND-gate regulation involving a dominant control of EE by the system input S, which facilitates the resettability of the generated bistable switches.

Second, we note that a mutual-inhibition-type positive feedback loop is critical for the robustness of the resettable bistability. This requirement is evident by comparing the circuits *3--5--6--7* and *7--9a*. Both circuits contain an AND-gate regulation of the system output EE (between the link \#*7* and a positive-feedback loop), but the circuit *3--5--6--7* was much more robust than *7--9a* in generating resettable bistability ([Figure 2E](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). In the model *7--9a*, a positive-feedback loop was created via EE auto-activation (link \#*9*), and the activation rate of EE can be described as:

In this case, the EE activation was dependent on a high level of EE itself, which however cannot reach a high level without first being activated. This dilemma limited the model robustness.

In contrast, the positive feedback in the model *3--5--6--7* was mediated by mutual inhibition (*5--6*), and the activation rate of EE can be described as:

In this case, the EE activation can be easily achieved by reducing the level of RP through the link \#*3*, which is one arm of the feed-forward motif ([Figure 2E](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, this mutual-inhibition circuit structure (*5--6*) appears to be conserved in the regulatory network of the yeast *Start* point, where the same circuitry is implemented with non-homologous genes to generate a similar bistable switch ([@b9]). This commonality makes sense given that this mutual-inhibition circuit generates robust bistability, which is necessary for the proper control of cell cycle entry.

Altogether, our analysis suggested that the unique circuit design of *3--5--6--7*, containing both a mutual-inhibition-type positive feedback and an AND-gate control of the system output EE, is responsible for generating resettable bistability robustly against parameter variations. This unique circuit design may explain the basic regulatory features underlying the Rb--E2F bistable switch.

Disrupting the gene circuit *3--5--6--7* abolishes the Rb--E2F bistable switch
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

If the circuit *3--5--6--7* accounts for the origin of the Rb--E2F bistable switch, disruption of this circuit would abolish the corresponding switching properties. To test this hypothesis, we experimentally perturbed the circuit *3--5--6--7* by inhibiting the Cyclin E/Cdk2 activity (node EE, [Figure 3A](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). This would block the mutual-inhibitionfeedback loop *5--6*, which was predicted in above analysis to be essential for the Rb--E2F bistable switch.

In our experiment, we first fully turned ON the Rb--E2F bistable switch in cells. To this end, serum-starved, quiescent E2F--d2GFP reporter cells (see Materials and methods) were stimulated with a strong serum pulse (20% serum for 5 h, [Figure 3B](#f3){ref-type="fig"}) that was sufficient to activate the Rb--E2F bistable switch in the majority of cell population ([@b55]). By the 5th hour, E2F began to accumulate while its level was still close to the OFF state ([Figure 3C](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). Cells were then switched to a low-serum medium (0.3% serum). Because of the hysteresis associated with the Rb--E2F switch, E2F continued to accumulate even in the absence of strong serum stimulation, and reached its ON state in most cells by the 20th hour ([Figure 3C](#f3){ref-type="fig"}).

We then tested whether disruption of the mutual-inhibition feedback loop *5--6* by inhibiting the Cyclin E/Cdk2 activity would affect E2F bistability. To this end, we utilized a small chemical inhibitor of Cdk2 (CVT-313, see Materials and methods). This inhibitor can specifically block the cyclin-dependent kinase activity of Cdk2 (with an IC~50~ of 430-fold lower than that for Cdk4; [@b8]), and thus reduce the strength of the link \#5 ([Figure 3A](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). Increasing doses of Cdk2 inhibitor CVT-313 were added to the culture at the 20th hour, after E2F reached the ON state ([Figure 3B](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). The maximum dose (5 μM) of CVT-313 applied in this experiment was still subtoxic to the E2F--d2GFP cells; it did not fully arrest cell proliferation even after 3 days under otherwise normal growth condition (data not shown).

In the absence of the Cdk2 inhibitor, E2F level at the 43rd hour still maintained at the ON state in the low-serum medium in most cells (which were isolated from downstream regulations by synchronizing at G2/M with nocodazole; [Figure 3C](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). This result demonstrates the strong intrinsic bistability of the Rb--E2F switch with intact mutual-inhibition loop *5--6*. With increasing doses of the Cdk2 inhibitor, E2F level in fewer and fewer cells could still maintain at the ON state under the same low-serum condition ([Figure 3C](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). With 5 μM of the Cdk2 inhibitor, E2F level in the majority of cell population returned to the OFF-state. A similar result was also observed in cells treated with different serum-pulse stimulation but the same Cdk2 inhibition ([Supplementary Figure S3](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These results indicate that the disruption of the mutual-inhibition loop *5--6* by the Cdk2 inhibitor can indeed abolish the maintenance of E2F bistability.

Our results are consistent with the model prediction that the gene circuit *3--5--6--7* is essential for a functional Rb--E2F bistable switch. That is, when the mutual-inhibition loop 5--6 was blocked by inhibiting the Cyclin E/Cdk2 activity, although the other positive-feedback loops (*2--7*, *2--3--6*, and *9*, [Figure 3A](#f3){ref-type="fig"}) were still present in the Rb--E2F network, they were not sufficient to sustain the E2F-ON state in the absence of growth stimulation. Our study also suggests that the Cyclin E/Cdk2 activity, instead of being required for a cell to reach the R-point ([@b13]; [@b32]), is necessary for maintaining the activated Rb--E2F bistable switch (and thus, temporally irreversible cell cycle progression after the R-point). In addition, our experimental results support the notion that the Rb--E2F bistable switch is intrinsically resettable. That is, besides inhibiting Cyclin E/Cdk2, the Cdk2 inhibitor also inhibited Cyclin A/Cdk2 ([@b8]) and thus its negative feedback on E2F ([@b25]). In the absence of the Cyclin A/Cdk2 activity, the disruption of the mutual-inhibition loop *5--6* alone was sufficient to reset the E2F level to the OFF-state, demonstrating the intrinsic resettability of the Rb--E2F bistable switch.

The circuit 3--5--6--7 exhibits high structural flexibility
-----------------------------------------------------------

Finally, we found that the circuit *3--5--6--7* exhibited high structural flexibility in generating a resettable Rb--E2F bistable switch. Structural flexibility refers to the property of a system to maintain its functionality, despite alterations in its network topology ([@b23]; [@b45]). Here we defined topological neighbors of a gene circuit as those that can be obtained by one link addition or removal ([Figure 4A](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). We then estimated the structural flexibility of a given gene circuit by the average robustness of its topological neighbors in creating a resettable Rb--E2F bistable switch.

When we ranked the 768 gene circuits derived from the Rb--E2F network by their calculated structural flexibility ([Supplementary Table S7](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), we found that there existed a tight correlation (ρ=0.87) between the structural flexibility of a given gene circuit to its robustness (against parameter variations) in generating resettable bistability ([Figure 4B](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). This result makes intuitive sense, as certain structural alterations can be considered as extreme forms of parametric perturbations: e.g., removing a dominant activation link (e.g., link \#7) is equivalent to setting the corresponding rate constant *K* to 0 ([Table I](#t1){ref-type="table"}).

We found that the circuit *3--5--6--7* and its derivatives held all the top ranks in structural flexibility ([Figure 4C](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). In fact, gene circuits with one- or two-link variations from the circuit *3--5--6--7* formed an interconnected network that was highly enriched for gene circuits with strong structural flexibility ([Figure 4D](#f4){ref-type="fig"}, comparing the *3--5--6--7*-based versus *7--9a*-based networks). This interconnected network of structurally flexible circuits could facilitate the system evolvability ([@b22]; [@b11]; [@b28]). That is, gene circuits responsible for the Rb--E2F switch may evolve continuously for new functionalities (with the additional or removal of regulatory links), while often still being able to maintain its essential property of resettable bistability. Although the specific evolutionary trajectory cannot be inferred by analyzing the formed Rb--E2F switch, the robustness of the system could aid in the initiation and maintenance of this desired property during evolution.

Conclusion
==========

In this study, we sought to identify the basic gene circuit underlying the resettable Rb--E2F bistable switch, which controls mammalian cell cycle entry ([@b55]). To this end, we constructed and analyzed a library of mathematical models that encompassed all possible circuit designs derived from a simplified Rb--E2F network. We identified one minimal circuit that was uniquely robust in generating resettable bistability. This minimal circuit *3--5--6--7* consists of a mutual-inhibition feedback loop and a feed-forward motif, forming an AND-gate control of the system output E2F. Our analysis suggested that the feed-forward loop with an AND-gate control is critical for the resettability of the generated bistable switch, and the mutual-inhibition feedback loop is critical for parametric robustness of bistability. Consistently, constitutive Myc expression, which insulates the feed-forward loop from the extracellular growth signals, was found to inhibit cell cycle exit and cell differentiation ([@b7]; [@b18]); targeted disruption of the mutual-inhibition feedback loop was found to abolish the bistability in the Rb--E2F network ([Figure 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). This unique circuit topology of *3--5--6--7* also contributed to its strong structural flexibility in creating a resettable bistable switch, which could facilitate the system evolvability. Altogether, our study suggested that the gene circuit *3--5--6--7* primarily accounts for the origin of the resettable bistability in the Rb--E2F network for the proper R-point control. Consistent with this notion, the gene circuit *3--5--6--7* appears targeted and disrupted by frequent mutations in human cancers (e.g., loss of function of Rb and p16, and overexpression of CycD/cdk4, [Supplementary Figure S4](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

We identified the basic regulatory features underlying the resettable Rb--E2F bistable switch by the criterion of robustness. Biological systems, however, need to balance between robustness and other desired functionalities. In fact, the complete Rb--E2F network ([Figure 1B](#f1){ref-type="fig"}) did not exhibit the highest robustness in creating resettable bistability against parameter variations. We suggest that the minimal gene circuit *3--5--6--7* defines the basic qualitative property of the Rb--E2F bistable switch. Additional regulatory activities could then perform quantitative fine-tuning of the bistability (e.g., the precise location, width, amplitude of its bistable region), the timing of its switching dynamics, or the introduction of other types of dynamic responses ([@b36]; [@b40]; [@b38]; [@b27]; [@b54]). These regulatory links are likely systematically optimized to balance between precision and robustness, to create switching characteristics for the proper control of cell cycle entry in different cell types adapted in their specific growth environments.

Materials and methods
=====================

The ODE model library
---------------------

Our simplified Rb--E2F network contains three nodes and ten regulatory links. All links were modeled using Michaelis--Menten-type functions. Non-dimensionalization was carried out to reduce the number of required parameters as in [@b30])---see [Supplementary Table S10](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for details. For example, considering a node A that is regulated by a positive auto-regulation, we have . Let , and , we get . Similarly, all regulatory links have either the form A^*n*^/(*K*^*n*^+A^*n*^) (positive regulation) or *K*^*n*^/(*K*^*n*^+A^*n*^) (negative regulation), which can be described by two parameters (*n* and *K*) and one variable (A). Each link was modeled as either a dominant or an additive link based on its characteristic as described in the literature (please refer to [Supplementary Table S1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for details).

To construct a model library comprising all link combinations in the simplified Rb--E2F network, each of the links \#2--10 (between the node MD---receiver of the system input S, and the node EE---system output) could be either present or absent in a given model. In addition, link \#9 had two possible forms when present, plus its absence form, resulting in a total of three states. Therefore, a total of 2^8\*^3=768 models were generated. See [Table I](#t1){ref-type="table"} for details of the models.

Parameters
----------

A collection of 20 000 parameter sets was generated to test model robustness. Each parameter set contained a combination of 26 parameters: *K*~*1*−*10*~, *n*~*1*−*10*~, τ~MD~, τ~RP~, and τ~EE~, β~MD~, β~RP~, and β~EE~ ([Table I](#t1){ref-type="table"}). Parameters were uniformly sampled in log scale in the following ranges: *K*~*1*−*10*~, 0.01--1; *n*~*1*−*10*~, 1--10; τ~MD~, τ~RP~, and τ~EE~, 0.2--20 (h); β~MD~, β~RP~, and β~EE~, 0.1--10. The parameter ranges were chosen based on previous modeling study on the Rb--E2F pathway ([@b55]). We also tested and confirmed that the choice of different parameter ranges did not affect the final result---e.g., when the range of *K*~*1*−*10*~ (10^2^, 0.01--1) was further expanded to 10^4^ (0.001--10), the same model *3--5--6--7* was identified as the most robust minimal model for resettable bistability ([Supplementary Table S8](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Time scale
----------

To test whether the network coarse-graining would affect the steady-state bistable behavior of the system, we focused on a specific case where more realistically, contradicting signs of regulations could act at different time scales on a given node (i.e., links \#*7* and \#*8* acting on MD, and links \#*9* and \#*10* acting on EE). To this end, 20 000 parameter sets were generated as above, but each with two additional parameters (τ~MD*i*~ and τ~EE*i*~) that correspond to the half-life of a linker node (MD~*i*~ or EE~*i*~) introduced in the middle of link \#*8* and link \#*10*, respectively ([Supplementary Table S12](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Both added parameters were uniformly sampled in log scale in the range of 0.2--20 (h), which created variable time delays in the dynamics of link \#*8* and link \#*10* (in comparison with link \#*7* and link \#*9*, respectively). Model simulations were repeated with this new collection of parameter sets, which resulted in the same top models for robust Rb--E2F bistable switch ([Supplementary Table S9](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Simulation
----------

For each model with a given parameter set, the EE steady state \[EE\]~ss~ was simulated using 25 growth input levels \[S\] that were uniformly distributed in the log scale between 0.01 and 20 (percent of serum, covering the conditions from serum starvation to saturation; [Figure 2A](#f2){ref-type="fig"} inset). At each growth input level, simulations were carried out using two initial conditions, corresponding to the quiescence state (EE-OFF: \[EE\]=\[MD\]=0.01, \[RP\]=11) and the proliferation state (EE-ON: \[EE\]=\[MD\]=11, \[RP\]=0.01). We note that the maximum possible value for the ON state of a node was 11 ([Table I](#t1){ref-type="table"}), and we assumed that the corresponding OFF-state value was over 1000-fold lower than the ON-state value. All simulations were carried out by using the deterministic LSODA method in the COPASI program ([@b21]), with model simulation time of 1000 h to ensure that the system reaches steady state.

Determination of bistability and resettability
----------------------------------------------

Three criteria were applied to identify the desired switching properties ([Figure 2A](#f2){ref-type="fig"} inset).Being a switch. \[EE\]~ss-max~−\[EE\]~ss-min~\>λ. \[EE\]~ss-max~ and \[EE\]~ss-min~ denote the maximum and minimum values of the EE steady state simulated from the initial condition EE-OFF, respectively; λ=0.1.Being bistable. Let Δ\[EE\]~ss~=\[EE\]~ss(EE-ON)~−\[EE\]~ss(EE-OFF)~ as the difference between the two steady-state trajectories starting from the EE-ON and EE-OFF initial conditions. A model was considered bistable if Δ\[EE\]~ss~⩾(\[EE\]~ss-max~−\[EE\]~ss-min~)^\*^0.1 for at least two of the 25 input levels tested (except for the saturation level \[S\]~max~=20, where the system should be monostable), or Δ\[EE\]~ss~⩾(\[EE\]~ss-max~−\[EE\]~ss-min~)^\*^0.2 for at least one of the input levels above.Being resettable. Δ\[EE\]~ss~ → 0 when \[S\] → 0.

A model was considered as a bistable switch if criteria 1 and 2 were met, and it was considered as a resettable bistable switch if all the three criteria were met. Perl scripts, written 'in-house,\' were used to implement the three criteria above, analyze simulation results, and identify the desired switching properties.

Minimal models
--------------

At a given parameter set, when multiple models can generate the desired switching behavior, the minimal models were identified by the criterion of 'link essentiality\'. In a minimal model, if any link was removed, the desired switching property would not hold. In a non-minimal model, at least one link could be removed without disrupting the desired switching property. See [Supplementary Table S5](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for an example. Perl scripts, written 'in-house,\' were used to analyze simulation results and identify the corresponding minimal models at each parameter set.

GFP reporter cell line and Cdk2 inhibition
------------------------------------------

The E2F--d2GFP reporter cell line was derived from a single cell clone (\#23) as described previously ([@b55]). Cells were regularly maintained in Dulbecco\'s Modified Eagle\'s Medium (DMEM; No. 31053, Gibco/Invitrogen) supplemented with 10% bovine growth serum (BGS, from Hyclone) and puromycin (1.0 μg/ml). In the Cdk2 inhibition experiment, cells were first synchronized at the quiescent state by serum starvation (0.02% BGS) for 2 days, then stimulated with high serum (20% BGS)-containing DMEM for 5 h. Following the serum pulse, cells were washed twice with DMEM and switched to low-serum (0.3% BGS) condition. The Cdk2 inhibitor CVT-313 (\#238803, E*MD*/CalBiochem, San Diego, CA) was added to the medium at the 20th hour at indicated concentrations. Between the 20th and 43rd hour, cells were synchronized at the G2/M phase by nocodazole (0.1 μg/ml). Cells were harvested at indicated time points and subjected to flow cytometry.

Flow cytometry
--------------

For experiment overview and flow sample description, please see Results section (Disrupting the gene circuit *3--5--6--7* abolishes bistability) and Materials and methods section (GFP reporter cell line and Cdk2 inhibition) for details. Data were acquired using a Guava easyCyte 8HT Flow Cytometry System (\#0500-4008, Millipore, Billerica, MA) unless otherwise noted. The light source to detect the GFP signal in samples was a 488 nm laser (75 mW), and the emission filter used was a 525 band-pass filter with a 30 nm band width. The signal height was digitalized. Raw data were output in FCS format and are available upon request. Data were analyzed using FlowJo analysis software (version 7.6.3) from Tree Star Inc. (Ashland, OR). No fluorescence compensation was performed.

Approximately 5000 gated cells were assayed at each test condition. Gating was performed by applying the 'autogating tool\' (<http://www.flowjo.com/v8/html/autogate.html>) in FlowJo, onto the main cell population in the FSC × SSC (forward by side scattering) plot.

Supplementary Material {#S1}
======================

###### Supplementary Information

Supplementary Tables (S1-S12), Supplementary Figures (S1-S4)
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![The Rb--E2F network. (**A**) A detailed Rb--E2F signaling network (modified from [@b6]; [@b43]) that controls the G1/S transition of mammalian cell cycle. Gray-shaded ovals indicate overlapping or intermediate signaling activities to be lumped. Circled numbers indicate indexes of the regulatory links ([Supplementary Table S1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). (**B**) A simplified Rb--E2F network. Positive regulatory links are shown in green and negative regulatory links in red. Link indexes are the same as in (A). (**C**) The Rb--E2F bistable switch. Once the system at the quiescence state (E2F-OFF state) is stimulated beyond the R-point, it will stay at the proliferation state (E2F-ON state) even in the absence of continuous stimulation.](msb201119-f1){#f1}

![Robust models for bistability and resettable bistability. (**A**) Identification of robust models in generating desired switching properties, at each combination of circuit design (*C*~*n*~) and parameter set (*P*~*n*~). Inset: constraints to identify switching properties. S, serum input; EE~ss~, the steady-state level of EE. Red and green curves indicate EE~ss~ dose--responses simulated from initial conditions of quiescence and proliferation, respectively. See Materials and methods for details. (**B**) Matrix presentation of model robustness. Shown is the two-way clustering result of 768 gene circuits by 20 000 random parameter sets. Red and blue colors indicate positive and negative for bistability, respectively. (**C**) The most robust model for bistability, *2--3--5--6--7--9b*. (**D**) Minimal models for bistability. (Left) Ranked distribution of the robustness of minimal models in generating bistability. (Right) The top 5 minimal models for bistability. The type of logic gate and the correspondingly regulated node are indicated under each circuit. See text for details. (**E**) Minimal models for resettable bistability. (Left) Ranked distribution of the robustness of minimal models in generating resettable bistability. (Right) The top 2 minimal models for resettable bistability. The type of logic gate, the type of involved positive feedback, and the correspondingly regulated node are indicated under each circuit. See text for details.](msb201119-f2){#f2}

![Experimental disruption of the gene circuit *3--5--6--7* abolishes the Rb--E2F bistable switch. (**A**) The Cdk2 inhibitor CVT-313 selectively blocks the mutual-inhibition feedback loop *5--6*, but not the other three positive-feedback loops (*9*, *2--3--6*, and *2--7*). (**B**) Experimental protocol of serum-pulse stimulation and Cdk2 inhibition. At time 0, cells were serum-starved and at quiescence. See Materials and methods for details. (**C**) The influence of Cdk2 inhibition on E2F bistability. Each curve represents the histogram of the E2F--d2GFP distribution from approximately 5000 cells. The Cdk2 inhibitor dose and sample harvest time are as indicated. The dashed lines connecting the high and low E2F--d2GFP modes are for the guide of eyes.](msb201119-f3){#f3}

![The gene circuit *3--5--6--7* exhibits high structural flexibility. (**A**) Structural flexibility of the gene circuit *3--5--6--7*. Each direct topological neighbor of *3--5--6--7* is shown with its robustness (number in parentheses) in generating resettable bistability. (**B**) The correlation between structural flexibility (*Y* axis) and robustness (*X* axis) of all gene circuits in creating resettable bistability. (**C**) Top 10 models in structural flexibility. All models were derived from the same circuit *3--5--6--7*, with corresponding link additions shown by the arrows. Number in parentheses indicates the structural flexibility of each model. Number above the oval node indicates the rank of structural flexibility. (**D**) Interconnected gene circuits derived from models *3--5--6--7* and *7--9a*. Each node represents one gene circuit. Each edge connects direct topological neighbors (models with one-link variation). Shown in each graph are all gene circuits with up to two-link variations from the red-circled node (circuit *3--5--6--7* or *7--9a*). The diameter of each node is proportional to the structural flexibility of the corresponding gene circuit. The layout of the nodes does not have specific meaning.](msb201119-f4){#f4}

###### Mathematical models of the simplified Rb--E2F network

  --------------------------------
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